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Safe Withdrawal Rates: Managing Risk When It’s
Spending Time

Flexibility and frequent evaluation of where the portfolio stands are keys to successful retirement
spending. Advisors share strategies on how to keep clients comfortable while making sure they don’t
run out of cash.

In the grand scheme of financial planning for retirees, few if any tasks are a higher priority

than estimating an optimal withdrawal rate for an investment portfolio. The margin for

error on this score is virtually nil. Running out of money when you’re 86, after all, is no

one’s idea of fun.

There’s a huge incentive to err on the side of caution, boosting the odds that the nest egg

will go the distance. But living below your means has a price tag, too.

Ideally, clients will withdraw just the right amount—the rate that maximizes enjoyment

and covers basic needs for a given portfolio while minimizing the risk of failure, otherwise known as running the assets

to zero well before you shuffle off this mortal coil. Estimating the sweet spot, alas, is devilishly difficult, in part because

solving for this equation requires estimating several layers of uncertainty—how long clients will live, future market

returns, how much clients will spend, inflation in the years ahead, and other factors.

Despite the challenges, William Bengen estimated the ideal rate at 4% in an influential 1994 article in the Journal of

Financial Planning. That’s still considered a solid estimate, although countless subsequent studies lean toward the

conclusion that advisors should customize a withdrawal rate to match the specifics of each individual client’s situation.

But customizing still leaves room for a wide variety of rules. How should an informed advisor navigate these financial

shoals? For some insight, Horsesmouth asked several wealth managers.

Customize, one client at a time
The first rule for estimating an appropriate withdrawal rate is that there are no easy answers. “People’s lives don’t fit

neatly in a spreadsheet,” says Craig Larsen at AHC Advisors. “Spending patterns change. Travel, entertainment in the

early retirement years, more medical expenses in later years.”

The solution? It starts by talking with clients to understand their core spending habits—mortgage payments, real estate

taxes, and general living expenses—and their spending goals, such as buying a new car, taking a big trip, funding

education for grandchildren, and so on.
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Larsen says the average spending rate through time tends to be 3%-4%, but that pace should be flexible from year to

year. If spending is above average for several years, there should be a payback period at some point with below-average

spending.

The key takeaway is that there’s no optimal spending rate, he concludes. Instead, it’s crucial to use annual reviews to

update a client’s profile and regularly re-run the best estimates for withdrawals.

Not surprisingly, new estimates tend to evolve through time, which serves as a reminder that the notion you can generate

an enduring fixed-rate estimate at one point in time is asking for trouble.

Lou Cannataro says pre-emptively choosing a spending rate is putting the proverbial cart before the horse. A better

approach is to build what he calls a live planning model, says the partner at Cannataro Park Avenue Financial.

“We factor in all the variables, such as estimates of market returns, inflation, how long a client will live, and total assets.”

Running the numbers through a Monte Carlo simulation presents a range of possible outcomes for the years ahead. “We

can throw any pebble in the pond to see the effects.”

Scott Bishop at STA Wealth Management also uses Monte Carlo simulations for estimating prudent withdrawal rates,

but he observes that some advisors misuse the analytics. An example of the wrong way to run simulations, he explains,

would be to analyze a balanced stock/bond portfolio for a single time horizon—a 20-year projection, for instance—and

assume that the investor lives to a specific age.

Alternatively, Bishop prefers to randomize the assumptions—inflation, market return, life expectancy, and so on—and

apply the variations to different portfolios for different time horizons, even if some of the strategies are inappropriate for

a given client. It’s more work and takes additional effort to sort through the results. The upside is that a broader set of

simulations presents a more statistically reliable set of projections.

He adds that annual reviews are “incredibly important.” A solid set of assumptions and analysis still need updating

because things change—the client’s financial profile, the markets, and economic conditions. As a result, last year’s

recommended spending rate could go up or down this year, depending on how a fresh run of the numbers stack up.

Failure isn’t an option, but it may be a risk
The term “safe withdrawal rate” is a misnomer, says Laura Barry, a CFP who’s a principal at Bronfman Rothschild. “We

refer to it as a ‘managed withdrawal program’ to convey that we are managing risk, not eliminating it.”

Designing a program for managing withdrawals to reduce the odds that a retiree will deplete her savings too quickly is

critical, but even the most sophisticated plans aren’t perfect. There’s always a risk that the analytics don’t fully capture

what the future dishes out. Frequent reviews that reconsider changes in the market outlook and the client’s financial

profile can help minimize ruin risk, although the potential for failure, however small, is always lurking.

Running Monte Carlo simulations on various investment strategies can provide deeper insight on what’s likely to work

versus what won’t. But there are limits here as well. A 2015 study in the Journal of Financial Planning by Wade Pfau, a

professor of retirement income at the American College of Financial Services, ran simulations that found that Bengen’s

original 4% spending rule suffered a 10% failure rate—retirement wealth ran dry after 30 years for 10% of the simulated

portfolios forecasts.
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A modeling framework designed by professors at York University in Toronto offers a similar estimate of failure risk. As

an example, there’s a roughly 12% chance of running out of money for a 65-year-old at the start of retirement with a life

expectancy of 19 years, a 4% withdrawal rate, and a portfolio with an expected 7% return and 20% volatility, according to

the stochastic present value formula outlined by Professors Moshe Milevsky and Chris Robinson.

The ever-present potential for trouble motivated William Klinger, a business professor at Raritan Valley Community

College, to recommend using so-called “guardrails” to minimize retirement risk for portfolio management. “Guardrails

are an easy-to-follow system to avoid portfolio failures,” he advised in a 2016 article in the Journal of Financial

Planning. “A guardrail can be applied to a retirement strategy specifying a reduction in the withdrawal rate to be taken

when an early warning sign reaches a particular value.”

Early warnings are crucial in the first 15 years of retirement, Klinger stresses in his study. Examples include a rise in the

withdrawal rate relative to the rate set initially—the withdrawal rate ratio (WRR). He identifies a 20% WRR as a warning

sign. For instance, he considers an initial withdrawal rate of 4% that rises to 4.8%—a 20% increase—as a potentially

threatening change.

“Simulations with guardrails using a withdrawal rate ratio as an early warning sign did not produce any failures until the

withdrawal rate ratio reached 20%,” Klinger’s analysis shows.

Another early warning sign that merits a reduction in withdrawals: changes in the portfolio value ratio (PVR), which

measures the value of a portfolio in inflation-adjusted terms for a given year relative to its initial value. For instance, a

portfolio that starts with $1 million that falls to $800,000 after adjusting for inflation reflects a PVR of 80% (a 20% real

drop in value from the initial value). Based on the 4% withdrawal rule, Klinger found that “simulations using a portfolio

value ratio guardrail did not produce any failures until the guardrail was lowered to 78%. Out of 10,000 scenarios at that

level, there were only two failures, occurring 27 and 28 years into retirement.”

It’s all about risk management
Patrick Renn at Renn Wealth Management Group says the first order of business for selecting an appropriate withdrawal

rate is reviewing assumptions and projections every six months, which is to say more frequently than many advisors

recommend. Looking forward and trying to anticipate returns and other events is useful, but taking stock of the past is

no less valuable, if only as a reality check for assessing previous estimates.

Renn also says that a slavish discipline to a pre-set withdrawal rate isn’t practical. For any given time period, clients have

overspent or underspent relative to an optimal spending rate—a factor that influences his advice to take a fresh look at

the numbers twice a year.

As an example, he cites a client who’s been spending below his means for several years. “This year his son wants to buy a

house and needs $175,000 and so the spending needle will go way up.”

Although most clients are spending in the 3%-4% range, Renn notes, sometimes the rate will rise substantially. Even for

smaller changes in spending habits, the net effect is to reshuffle the projections, which warrants a new run of numbers.

Renn also emphasizes that the analysis should be customized. “There’s an appropriate amount of risk for each client, and

that risk varies,” he says. In turn, the appropriate spending rate varies from client to client. Because projections are
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always off by some degree, revisiting the withdrawal estimates every six month boosts the odds that projections will

remain grounded in reality.

Marguerita Cheng at Blue Ocean Global Wealth isn’t opposed to the 4% rule. “It’s a good starting point,” she says,

adding, however, that the details of each client’s financial profile will influence how, or if, an adjustment is necessary

from year to year. Considering the various risk factors that are lurking is a big part of the reason why a 4% withdrawal

rate requires modification.

A crucial element, she says, is the variation in the sequence of returns for portfolios. All else being equal, investors

nevertheless can experience considerably different portfolio results through time, which in turn affects the withdrawal

rate.

“If you’re retiring at a time of high market valuations, chances are you’ll have more negative adjustments than [upward]

adjustments,” observes Bronfman Rothschild’s Barry.

An investor retiring at the end of 1997, for example, suffered a cumulative loss of nearly 10% on a U.S. stock portfolio

over the subsequent 10 years. The same portfolio’s subsequent 10-year return with a start date two years later (the end of

1999) generated a dramatically stronger result: a cumulative 78% gain, as illustrated in the figure below.

Investment Returns on $1M Stock Portfolio* 
Based on annual returns for S&P 500

Source: James Picerno, with data from ycharts.com

No one knows when returns will face new headwinds, but when a retiree’s portfolio suffers, it’s often necessary to make

adjustments until bullish market conditions return. Reducing spending is an option, but that may not be practical for

some clients. Instead, market conditions may force some investors to dip deeper into their investment portfolio, which

could be problematic during a bear market. Higher withdrawal rates when prices are falling raise the risk that the

portfolio will run dry sooner than expected.

As an alternative, Cheng considers alternative resources for smoothing cash-flow issues in the short- to medium-term.

One possibility: reverse equity mortgages. Although the first generation of these products have a poor reputation,
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stronger regulations in recent years has revived interest in this area. As a result, home equity deserves a fresh look as a

source of temporary lending.

Laura Barry agrees, noting that “we might consider a reverse mortgage for some people as an additional safety net.” The

fact that these products are now regulated by the U.S. government’s Housing and Urban Development offers a higher

level of oversight, she notes. “In an era when people haven’t saved for retirement, these products allow us to look at

home equity as another asset and use it as a tool. It’s something that I and other CFPs are taking more notice of.”

Cheng says one of the benefits of setting up a reverse equity mortgage is that “you have access to a line of credit that you

don’t have to use.” It can be tapped as a lump sum or a line of credit when the need arises.

During times when cash flow is challenged due to, say, a rough period in the markets, borrowing based on a house’s

value can be useful by giving the investment portfolio time to recover when a bullish trend returns.

Taking loans through these products must be executed “prudently and judiciously,” Cheng emphasizes. For instance, it’s

advisable not to borrow more than is necessary to bridge a cash-flow gap. Depending on a client’s financial profile, a

reverse mortgage could offer advantages over other alternative financing sources, such as buying an immediate annuity,

she advises.

No silver bullets
The reality of estimating sustainable withdrawal rates for retirees is that there are no one-size-fits-all solutions, much

less one that’s riskless. To mitigate the possibility of failure, the most robust plans usually draw on several aspects of

simulating outcomes, prudent risk management for investment portfolios in real time, regular reviews to revise

projections for optimal withdrawal rates, and preparing for rough patches by lining up alternative cash-flow sources if

available.

Analyzing history to find useful guidelines is no guarantee of success, but it’s still essential. Different studies offer

different advice, with varying ranges of success so that the portfolio outlives the investor. But no matter the strategy you

choose, there will be compromises to consider—for the advisor and the client.

Despite the breadth and depth of formal analysis on the subject of estimating a sustainable withdrawal rate, consensus

remains elusive. Quite a lot of the variation in results is linked to differing assumptions, which can have a substantial

effect on outcomes.

For example, a 2011 study in the Journal of Financial Planning found that if a 75% success rate for monthly withdrawals

is assumed, “a client can plan to withdraw a fixed amount of 7% of the initial value of portfolios composed of at least 50%

large-company common stocks.” But “clients who plan to make annual inflation adjustments to withdrawals should plan

lower initial withdrawal rates in the 4%-5% range,” according to this influential research, which is part of the so-called

Trinity Study, a widely respected set of research in this corner of financial planning.

The one constant, of course, is that almost everything will change through time. As a result, leading advisors and

researchers who study the challenge of developing a sustainable withdrawal rate agree that writing a plan in stone is

short-sighted. Rather, building in the capacity to be adaptive at times is essential.
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Overall, estimating a safe withdrawal rate—a process designed to minimize risk—has its own unique set of hazards,

including the standard GIGO (garbage-in-garbage-out) warning.

“You don’t want to be a captive to a single number,” says Dave Demming at Demming Financial Services. Instead, use

estimates for illustration. A key part of managing withdrawal risk, he emphasizes, is in the process. “Part of what we do is

create a forum of discussion,” and ask tough questions when appropriate, such as: What will you, the client, give up?

Work longer? Take less out of the portfolio?

In the end, the best plan in the world is worthless if the client doesn’t follow the rules laid out by an advisor. Keeping

clients engaged and informed, as a result, is vital.

This is a particularly important point for younger advisors, who generally aren’t as focused on the person versus the

numbers, opines Cannataro Park Avenue Financial’s Lou Cannataro. “Are they building a relationship?” he wonders.

“I’ve watched [younger advisors] in action and they’re not used to building deep information about clients. The young

advisor needs to nurture that relationship so clients tell you everything needed to build a reliable model.”

James Picerno is a freelance financial journalist and author of Dynamic Asset Allocation: Modern Portfolio Theory Updated for the Smart Investor
(Bloomberg Press, 2010).
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